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Section - A
1. ttre Centre for Health Psychology, University of Hyderabad was established in the year

a. 2007

b. 2008

c. 2009

d. 2010

2. Which of the following options most accurately represents the parent discipline of
Psychology?

a. Physiology and Biology
b. Physiology and Sociology

c. Philosophy and Sociology

d. Philosophy and Physiology

3. Jaya is a six year old girl child. She is the only child in the family and hence highly

pampered. She has always got what she wanted. Now Jaya is admitted into a school.

Teachers found that she was highly demanding and wanted to have her way at the cost

of denying the other children in the class. The teachers found that whenever she was

asked to wait for her turn in games or share the toys with other children, she threw

herself down and cried loudly. They wanted to put an end to this behaviour of .laya.

Which of the following will be the most effective?

a. Offer her a chocolate if she stopped crying and behaved well
b. Slap her as and when she displayed tantrum

c. Send a complaint letter 1o parents if she did not correct even after receiving a slap

d. Ignore her when she threw tantrum and pay attention when she showed acceptable

behaviour

4. Which of the foliowing is correct?

a. Brain is related to physiology and mind is related to spirituality
b. Both brain and mind are related to physiology

c. Brain refers to a physiological structure and mind refers to functional abstraction

d. Mind is located in the brain and brain is located in the skull
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5. Which one of the following is correct?

a. If the mind is healthy the body will be healthy

b. If the body is healthy the mind will be healthy

c. Only b is correct

d. Both a and b are correct

6. University of Hyderabad has started offering course of IMSo Health Psychology in the

year

a. 2007

b. 2008

c. 2009

d.2010

7. The discipline of Psychology is a

a. Social Science

b. Medical Science

c. Behavioural Science

d. Life Science

8. Behaviour includes

a. Anything a person does that can be observed

b. Anything a person, object, or animal does that can be observed

c. Anything a person or animal does that cannot be observed

d. Anything a person or animal does that can be observed

g. Our experience of the rvorld arises from sensory inputs plus the ways in which we

process this sensory information. This is known as

a. Perspective

b. Proximity

c. Projection

d. Perception
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10. Joy and sorrow, excitement and disappointment, love and fear, attraction and repulsion,

hope and dismay-all these and many more we often experience in the course of a day

are technically known as

a. Emergency reactions

b. Emoticons

c. Emotions

d. Bodily states

1 1. Nature versus Nurture controversy explains

a. Genes and environment

b. Earth and humans

c. Twin studies

d. Person and situation

12. A score is obtained in an experimental or observational studies, which is very useful to

have a single number that gives us the 'average' of scores. Such a number is called as

a. Measure of central tendency

b, Range

c, Measure of dispersion

4 Variance

13. Which of the following comes under the purview of the study in Psychology?

i. Why do you get neruous?

ii. Why do you dream?

iii. How do you get addicted to lotteries and races?

iv. How do you separate Siamese twins?

a. i, ii, iii
b. ii, iii, iv
c. i, iii, iv
d. i, ii, iv
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14. Which of the following senses are termed as chemical senses?

a. Smell and taste

b. Touch and skin

c. Auditory and visual

d. The five major senses

15. Which of the following is the study of biological basis of behaviour and mental

processes?

a. Bio-behavioural Psychology

b. Bio-mental behavioural Psychology

c. Biopsychology

d. Psychobiology

16. Glands that release hormones to help body handle emergencies through functions such

as increasing heart rate, blood pressure, and blood sugar levels are known as

a. Pituitary glands

b. Adrenal glands

c. Hormonal glands

d, Neurotransmitters

17. Sumeet is a student of Class iil He continuously faces difficulty in solving the

mathennatical problems. The mathernatics teacher refers him to the Schocil Counselor.

The School Counselor has administered a set of psychological tests, out of which one

test is IQ test. What is the meaning of IQ?

a. IntelligentQuotient
b. Internal Quotient
c. lntellectual Quality
d. Intelligence Quotient

18. The word 'Psychology' cornes from two root words psyche and logos. These two root

words are

a. Latin

b. Greek

c. German

d, French
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19. The fbur goals of Psychology are to

a. Predict, describe, explain, and control

b. Predict, contribute, describe, and answer

c. Theorize, control, describe, and explain

d. Describe, explain, hlpothesize, and answer

20. Testosterone is to estrogen as

a. Male is to child
b. Female is to child
c. Male is to female

d. Female is to male

2l.Damage to which of the following lobes may result in trouble controlling emotions?

a. Temporal

b. Parietal

c. Frontal

d. Pre-frontal

22. Inside the forebrain is a central core of interconnected structures known as the

'primitive' brain. Which of the following is its technical name?

a. Limbic system

b. Cerebellum

c. Corpus collosum

d. Medulla oblongata

23. Shyam has profbund difficulty in spoken larrguage. If his problem is attributable to brain

damage, the damage would probably be found in

a. Cerebellum

b. Sperry's area

c. Broca's area

d. Chomsky's area

24.The hindbrain consists of

a. Endocrine system and limbic system

b. Reticular formation

c. Thalamus, hypothalamus, and cerebrum

d. Cerebellum, medulla, and pons
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25. Jinajust barely avoided a head-on collision on a narrow road. With heart pounding,

hands shaking, and body perspiring, Jina recognizes that these are signs of the body's

fight-or-flight response, which is controlled by

a. Empathetic division of the peripheral neryous system

b. Parasympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system

c. Somatic division of the peripheral nervous system

d. Sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system

26. Mallesham always participates in marathon race. By drinking water after running a

marathon, he tries to keep his body at an optimal level of frrnctioning. This process is

known as

a. Optimization

b. Bodybalance

c. Homeostasis

d. Drive reduction

27. Which of the following option includes a sector where a Psychologist is not employed?

a. General hospitals, Mental hospitals, Forest Department

b. Institutions of Defence Research, Jails, Educational institutions

c. Environmental Research, Mental hospitals, IT & ITES

d. General hospitals, Pre-Schools, Reformatory Homes

28. Which of the following does not come under the discipline of Psychology?

a. Studying a human being in the laboratory

b. Studying the animals or birds in the laboratory

c. Studying the social history of a country

d. Studying the behaviour of groups in society

29. Pratyusha is a 12 year old girl studying in 7tr class. While riding on the bike with her

father she fell down and in that accident lost her front tooth. On her return to school all

the children in the class started teasing her for glaring loss of front tooth. The teacher

also made fun of her. After two weeks when the class mates and teacher continued to

tease her, Pratyusha cried a lot and told her mother that she would not go to school

because she felt humiliated when everyone pointed at her toothless mouth. Which of the

following actions from the mother would be more appropriate?



b. Tell her how attractive and large her eyes are and how sharp
general how beautiful she looked even without the tooth

c. Go to the school and talk to her classmates and the teacher

d. Ignore and allow her to be absent for few days and insist on
calms down a little

her nose is and in

her return after she

30. Rajath is a three year old boy. Yet he is unable to walk. He cannot speak more than a

few isolated words. He laughs and cdes for no reason. He cannot play with toys. Most of

the time he is found doing nothing. Rajath

a. Can be cured with a brain surgery

b. Has to be admitted into a mental hospital and needs medicines
c. Should be trained in self-help skills
d. Cannot live for more than a few years as there is no cure

31. On September I1,2001, four U.S. planes were hijacked. Two crashed into New York

city's twin World Trade Centre towers, one crashed into the U.S. Military Headquarters

at the Pentagon, outside Washington D.C. This situation is an example of

a. War

b. Crisis

c. Anomaly
d. Catharsis

32. Which of the following is usually caused by a failure of the mother's twenty-first

chromosome pair to separate?

a. Down's Syndrome

b. Asperger's Syndrome

c. Barlow Syndrome

d, Lambert-Eaton Syndrome

33. Satya is the elder brother of Parimala. Both are studying in the same school. Parimala is

in 7ft standard and Satya in his 9m standard. Parimala always stood l't in her class right

from class one. However Satya was getting average marks in all exams but never failed

any of his exams. He found playing with friends and watching TV more interesting than

sitting and studying. His parents were worried about his future and his performance in

K-)

a. Reassure her that she would get a natural new tooth just as the way she got one when
she was seven years old
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10ft class. They were considering different methods of putting hard work in his studies.

Which of the following methods has better chances of making him work hard?

a. Making Satya leam his subjects through video lessons

b. Telling Satya that his sister though younger is getting better marks so he must try
hard

c. Restrict Satya's play timings with friends and make him study under the strict

supervision of his father

d. Change the school for: Satya

34. Which of the following is considered the third force in Psychology?

a. Psychoanalysis

b. Behaviourism

c. Gestalt

d. Humanism

35. The first Department of Psychology in lndia was started at

a. University of Madras

b. University of Calcutta

c. University of Bangalore

d. University of Delhi

36. Shivam is interested in studying how people behave when in groups and when alone.

Which branch of Psychology is likely to help him?

a. Comparative Psychol,rgy

b. Group and Individual Psychology

c. Differential Psychology

d. Social Psychology

37. Which of the following is the hub for higher mental processes such as thinking,

planning, reasoning and memory?

a. Endocrine system

b. Neurotransmitters

c. Cerebral cortex

d. Amygdala
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38. Lucy works in Singapore. She organizes Dolphin shows. She makes the dolphins jump,

sail and dance in sync with music. Every time the dolphins follow her instructions and

perform well she feeds them with some fish. She does that to

a. Strengthen their behaviour of following her instruction
b. To cheer the audience who enjoy seeing them eating fish
c. To make friendship with the dolphins so that they follow her instructions
d. 'Io nourish the dolphins who would have lost calories because of hectic activities

39. Which of the following is not a branch of Psychology?

a. Clinical Psychology

b. Cross cultural Psychology

c. Xndian Psychology

d. American Psychology

40. Observation of one's own conscious experience is known as

a. Experiment

b. Case study
c. lnterview
d. lntrospection

41. Julic is watching a volleyball game. The neural impulses from her eyes will ultimately

travel to her primary visual corlex, but first they must pass tlu'ough the

a. Amygdala

b. I{ypothalamus

c. Thalamus

d. Pons

42. Grover, Ameer, Shanta, and Selvy are students who are equally intelligent. They were

all in 8tr standard in different schools pursuing the same syllabus. All of them were

taught the lesson of the characteristics of carbondioxide in Ctremistry. However in every

school the teachers followed different methods of making them learn the lesson.

Grover's teacher explained the lesson in the class and repeated every point several times.

Ameer's teacher made the whole class write the characteristics 50 times in the note

book. Shanta's teacher briefly explained the characteristics as written in the book but

made every student test the characteristics in the laboratory. Selvy's teacher taught the
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lesson in the class and demonstrated the whole thing in the lerboratory. Whose learning

will be the best?

a. Grover

b. Ameer

c. Shanta

d. Selvy

43. Health Psychology is a study of

a. Normal healthy human beings in population

b. Physically ill but mentally sound in the population

c. Mentally ill but physically sound in the population

d. Health illness care and cure of population

44. Ashray is visually challenged. He sits in a corner of the sffeet and begs to make his

living. He wrote on a placard 'I am blind. Please help.. me'. Four students of Psychology

observed him for several days and found that very few people dropped coins in his box.

They thought that the writing on the placard should be different so that people would

feel like giving alms to him. Each day they changed the writinl; on the placard. Which of

the following writing is likely to get the best result?

a. Help me and God will help you

b. I was like you two years ago but lost my sight because of high fever

c. You lose only one coin from your purse but I gain many if each one gives

d. Hands that help me are nobler than the lips that pray

45. The primary sensory and motor areas of the human cerebral corlex are

a. Visual, auditory, tactile, and motor

b. Horrnones, neurons, and nerves

c. White matter, thalamus, hippocampus, and corpus collosum

d. Frontal lobe, temporal lobe, parietal lobe, and occipital lobe

46. Guna is an under graduate student residing in a hostel. His friends found him behaving

odd for the past two weeks. He was found to sit in the class in the same posture for hours

together. He was sometimes found to laugh for no reason. He also stopped sleeping at

nights and stopped eating too. He told everyone that there is poison in the food served in

the hostel. Seeing his condition one of the teachers said that Guna may need medication

10
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immediately and hence has to get professional help. Whom should Guna go for

consultation?

a. Psy'chiatrist

b. Psychopathologist

c. Psychotherapist

d. Psychologist

47. Ramu wanted to watch a reality show in the television. He was all prepared to watch the

show. Suddenly his mother asked him to bring vegetables from market. Ramu would

feel

a. Demotivated

b. Isolated

c. Frustrated

d. Withdrawn

48. Obesity is a

a. Psychological disorder

b. Musculo skeletal disorder

c. Life style disorder

d. Personalitydisorder

49. A technique used for measuring the electrical activity of the brain with the help of

electrodes placed at specific locations on the skull is

a. Electroencephalography(EEG)

b. Computerized Tomography (CT)

c. Polysomnography(PSG)

d. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRD

50. Which of the following person viewed mind as a charioteer (reason) driving two horses

(spirit and appetite)

a. Plato

b. Aristotle
c. Freud

d. Pascal

ll
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51. John is 10 year old but still wets his bed almost every night. He is ashamed of this and

cannot participate in overnight visits with his friends. His parents are concerned. What

canbe done to help him?

a. Punishment

b. Electric shock treatment

c. Behaviour therapy

d. Counseling

52. Developmental Psychology studies

a. Children from birth to 15 years

b. Children and adolescents

c. Children, adolescents, and adults

d. From birth to death

53. \\4rich of the following descriptions best fits Environmental Psychology?

a. Physical and psycho socio cultural

b. Peer influence and neighborhood

c. Community influence and family relations

d. Ecological and biodiversity

54. The system that gives us information about the location of our body parts in relation to

each other, and allows us to perform simple movements such as touching one's nose,

and complex movenents such as dancing is

a. Touch and skin senses

b. Kinesthetic system

c. Optical systern

d. Adaptation system

55. After teaching the Schools of Psychology, the Professor displayed the following names

of four Psychologists on the interactive board and asked the students which of the

Psychologist'S name was not correctly spelt. What is the correct answer?

a. Sigmund Freud

b. William Wundt

c. Edward Bradford Titchener

d. Burrhus Frederic Skinner

L2
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56. While teaching, a Professor of Psychology told the following four events to his students

and asked which of the following is/are not observable behaviour(s).

P. Sayng "Please pass the sugat''

Q. Experiencing hunger

R. Walking rapidly

S. Feeling angry

Out of the following options, which is the conect answer to the question asked by' the

Professor?

a. Only Q
b. PandS
c. Qand S

d. PandQ

57. While watching a cricket match, Tushar saw that the batsman hit the ball for a massive

six which went out of the stadium. The retinal image warped as Tushar tracked the

cricket ball through the air, but the ball always appeared perfectly round. This happens

because of

a. Aptitude

b. Leaming

c. Attitude

d. Perception

58. First psychological laboratory was established in

a. 1879

b.1889
c. 1909

d. 1929

59. Match each subfield of Psychology with the issues or questions posed below

1. Developmental Psychology

2. Health Psychology

3. Clinical Psychology

4. Counseling Psychology

13
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Janu's job is demanding and stressful. She wonders if her lifestyle is making her

more prone to certain illnesses

At what age do children generally begin to acquire an emotionai attachment to

their fathers?

Jiva, a college freshman, is worried about her grades. She needs to learn better

organizational skills and study habits to cope with the demands of college

A strong fear of crowds leads a young woman to seek treatment for her problem

a. l- ii, 2-i,3-lli,4-i

b.1 - ii, 2-i, 3-iv, 4-ili

c. 1- iii, 2-r,3-1i,4-iv

d. l-i, Z-lii, 3-1i, 4-iv

60. Jitender visited his grandparents in the village during winter vacation. He observed that

his grandfather who had his breakfast at 9 am was arguing with his grandmother that he

had not had his breakfast at all. Then in the aftemoon he went out to buy vegetables

fiom the market but never returned. Late in the evening a villager accompanied him

home and told that he was found moving in the agricultural held and when asked, told

this person that he was unable to find his way back home. Jitender observed that his

grandfather who was always a very tidy person was spilling food all over his clothes

wfienever they sat down for a meal. Jitender's grandfather seems to suffer from

a. Mental retardation

b. Muscular dystrophy

c. Alzheimer's disorder

d. Psychiatricproblem

61. Bora is haining the rabbits to run a maze by following the right path without running

into any blind alley. In order to help them learn fast he decided to feed them with carrot

in each trial. In rvhich of the following situations the rabbits are more likely to learn

fast?

a. if the rabbits are fed with carrot only when they take the right turn

b. If the rabbits are fed with carrot after they reach the destination

c. If the rabbits are fed with camot before they starl running

d. If the rabbits are fed with carrot every third time they set to run irrespective of
mistakes

11.

lll.

lv.

t4
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62. Pramod is a Post Graduate student. He speaks clearly and is straight forward in

communication. Yet he avoids offending anyone. He is always willing to share others'

problems and extend help when there is a need. At times he expresses his displeasure

and anger which is found to be appropriate. The entire college likes him and everyone

knows Pramod. Both teachers and students value his words. To sum up one can say that

what is impressive about Pramod is his

a. Personality

b. Communication skills

c. Absence of ego

d. Balanced emotions

63. Which of the following does not constitute apart of Health Psychology

a. Health communication

b. Organizational Behaviour

c. Health seeking Behaviour

d. Palliative Care

64. Rajayya, a 16 year old boy in his 10tr standard was one day caught smoking in the

company of his friends. His teacher was shocked to see hirn smoking because Rajayya

was known to be an intelligent student fiom a very well-known family. The teacher was

worried about him. He thought of various ways of handling the situation. One evening

the teacher called Rajayya and said -- "Look Rajayya, we all know you are a good

student. We have lot of hopes on you. You can really top the Board exams if only you

work for it. But what I saw last evening is shocking. You started to smoke with those

students who are just failures in life? Have you thought about your parents and their

reactions when they come to know of it? Is this what you give your parents in return to

the life they gave you?.....". What is done by Rajayya's teacher is called

a. Counseling

b. N{oralizing

c. Psychotherapy

d. Orienting

15
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65. Which of the following categories of Subjects are studied under Health Psychology

research?

a. Patients with diabetes and high blood pressure

b. Children with mental retardation

c. Patients with psychotic problems

d. All the above

66. Rahul is 45 year old artist. He paints pictures. However he prefers to be alone and likes

to spend his time in his own world of fantasy. Rahul is

a. Suffering from depression

b. Suffering from sycophancy

c. Normal human being
d. Suffering from phantasianervosa

67. Imagine yourself attending a seminar, where two groups of people are simultaneously

carrying on two different conversations. You may be able to pick up parts of both

conversations at the same time, this is referred to as

a. Parallel processing

b. Aulomaticprocessing

c. Perceptualprocessing

d. Serial processing

68. A person who shares characteristics such as shlmess, social withdrawal and a tendency

not to talk much could be described as

a. Sissy

b. Aggressive

c. Anti-social
d. Introvert

69. Which of the following is not a biomedical therapy?

a. Electroconvulsive therapy

b. Chemotherapy

c. Psychotherapy

d. Radiation Therapy

16
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70. Which of the following statements is true with reference to the consciousness of our

experiences and mental processes?

a. They are determined by neural activities
b. Brain determines the behaviour
c. They are more than the neural or brain activities
d. Biology determines Psychology

71. Which of the following is not the task of a Health Psychologist?

a. To examine the ways in which behaviour and mental processes such as attitudes are

related to physical health
b. To study the effects of stress on health problems such as headaches, cardiovascular

disease and cancer

c. To help clients gain a better awareness and understanding toward healthier behaviour
patterns such as exercising, quitting smoking and dietary patterns

d. To treat and protect the health of patients with psychotic problems such as

schizophrenia and bipolar disorders by providing appropriate medication

72. Whlle appearing at an entrance test of the oourse of Integrated M.Sc. Health Psychology,

an applicant came across a question-"Which of the following is not a basic function

of the nervous system?" The applicant became very happy on seeing the question as

he studied the nervous system thoroughly before coming to appear at the entrance

examination. Which answer the applicant might have chosen to get the full mark?

a. Integrating information
b. Receiving information
c. Erasing information
d. Transmitting information

73. Addiction or dependence on intoxicating substance is called

a. Opium

b. Drug abuse

c. Drosophila

d. Droperidolia

t7
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74. Stimulation of the nerve cells in the eye triggers a neural response that is transmiffed

to other nerve cells in the retina called bipolar cells and

a. Ganglion cells

b. Opsin

c. Tegmental cells

d. Retina

T5.Iayantht is a Psychologist. She was given a pair of identical twins aged 5 years as her

subjects. She put one of them in a pre-school and the second one in a slum. After ten

years she found that the one who was going to a pre-school did well in the academics

in the college while the one who was placed in a slum did not do well in his college.

Jayanthi proved that one's performance is determined by

a. Genetic predisposition

b. Environmental impacts

c. Cornbination of Genetic predisposition and exposure to environment

d. The family to which one belonged

Section - B

76. Identify the portion/s with errors

i. the students who borrowed the/ii. books from the library were/iii. asked to

return back all the/iv. books to the library

a. i, ii
b. ii, iii
c. iii
d. iv

77. Identify the porlion with error

a.Since the lack of/b. manpower we carmoVc. conduct the survey/d. in rural areas.

78. Identify the portion with error

a.We have taken on/ b. the responsibility of/ c. arranging the required training/d. and

supervise the new staff

18
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79. Identify the portion (s) with error (s)

i. If you did not got enough sleep,/ii. apart of health problem you will/iii. also run the

risk of making/iv. bad life decisions

a. iii,iv, i
b. iii,iv
c. i,ii
d. ii,iii

80. Identify the portion (s) with error (s)

i. Prof'essionals with knowledge in/ii. psychological counseling alone/iii. will have

been appointed/iv. on counseling centres

a. i,ii
b. ii,iii,iv
c. i, iii
d. iii, iv

8i. Which of the following sentence has an error?

a. Reema could not start timely
b. Dolly learnt the alphabet at the age of four
c. Our building is under renovation

d. Sonny thanked me fol my fiuit and cakes

82. Which of the following sentences is inconect?

a. The teacher warned his students against smoking
b. Ashish was confined to bed with severe'fever

c. The artist has taken great pains on this pictures

d. T'he child is crying on account of pain in the stomach

83. Antonym of the word'corroborate' is

a. Support

b. Against

c. Confirm
'd. Accord

t9
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84. Antonlrm of the word 'apathetic' is

a. Lazy

b. Uninterested

c. Indifferent

d. Active

85. Antonym for the underlined word

It was a very {reaqt day '

a. Monotonous

b. Bright
c. Dangerous

d. Unexciting

86. Nandini was at htt' tuit's end to find that her sister has failed

a. Enlightened

b. Perplexed

c. Curious

d. Cheated

87. Choose the correct meaning for the idiom 'Cock and Bull Story'

a. To make someone laugh

b. An unbelievable tale

c. Difficult situation or obstacle

d. Intentionally raise a false alarm

88. Choose the correct sentence

a. Before he went to U.S. he had read hundreds of books

b. Before he went to {J.S. he had been reading hundreds of books
c. Before he went to U.S. he read hundreds of books

d. Before he went to U.S. he has been reading hundreds of books

89. Which of the following sentences is correct?

a. Health is more preferable than wealth
b. He did not sign to the bond

c. It is I who am to blame

d. She seldom or ever goes out for a moming walk

20
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90' Correct the following sentence: We never eat chocolate or ice creqm. We do drtnkjuice.

a. We never eat chocolate or ice cream, but we do drink juice
b. Because we never eat chocolate or ice cream, we drink juice
c. We never eat chocolate or ice cream, so we do drink juice
d. We never eat chocolate or ice cream and drink juice

91. Choose the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following content

"Cigarette?" he asked. "No, thanks." I said

a. He asked for a cigarette, and I immediately refused
b. He rnentioned a cigarette, so I thanked him
c. He offered me a cigarette, but I promptly declined

d. He asked if I was smoking, and I denied at once

92. Choose the correct sentence

a. On the one hand, my stomach is growling and on the other hand my mind is
wandering, but on the other hand, my hearl is singing

b. On the one hand, my stomach is growling and my mind is wandering, but on the other
hand, my heart is singing.

c. On the one hand, my stomach is growling with my mind is wandering, but on the
other hand, my heart is singing

d. On the one hand. my stomach is gror.vling and another hand my mind is wandering,
but on the second hand, my heart is singing

93. Choose the correct reporled speech for the direct speech ',,*hy don't yott speak Telugu?'

a. She asked me why you didn't speak Telugu

b. She asked me why I didn't spoke Telugu

c. She asked me why you didn't spoke Telugu

d. She asked me why I didn't speak Telugu

94. Choose the correct passive voice for active voice 'They say that women live longer than

men'

a. Women were said to live longerthan men

b. Women are said to live longer than men

c. They said women live longer than men

d. Women are said to be living longer than rnen
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95. Synonym for' Adversity'

a. Prosperity

b. Affliction
c. Achievement

d. Anguish

96. Which of the following alternatives will compiete the sentence?

Children with disabilities and special needs also have the right to education

a. Even the same as any normal children

b. Just as normal children do

c. Along the same with normal children

d. More than the normal children

97. Select from the options the word

sentence as a whole. As we were

on to the roatl.

a. Strayed

b. Went

c. Crept

d. Crawled

which best completes the meaning of the following
walking along the pavement, m1t little child

98. A feeling of intense happiness and elation is termed as

a. Euphoria

b. Chagrin

c. Catharsis

d. Miasma

99. A statement that is seemingly contradictory to common sense and yet is perhaps true

may be termed as

a. Languid

b. Halcyon

c. Desolate

d. Paradox

100. OBJECTWE: BIAS as

a. Fallacious: Lies

b. Artistic: Alacrity

c. Tentative: Certainty

d. Awake: Insomnia
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